
SHINE Tour Showcase Descriptions & Workshop Information 
 
The On Camera Showcase is a short on-camera performance. Actors may perform a 
Commercial (TV Commercial or PSA) or Film (comedy or light drama). Goals: To show actor’s 
ability to work on camera at a professional level. Scripts can copied or original. 

The Scene Read Showcase allows the actors to demonstrate the ability to perform from a 
partially memorized script with another actor. It covers both film and stage auditions, and it 
reveals an actor’s ability to both engage and react to another actor with honesty.

The Group Improv Showcase allows performers to show their ability to think on their feet. They will 
partner with 3 other performers (assigned randomly at SHINE) and create an unscripted scene under VIP 
supervision. The results are unrehearsed, spontaneous and often hilarious. VIP’s love this showcase.

The Stand Up Comedy Showcase proves that humor can be clean, real-life situations can be funny, 
and comedy is a universal tie. Stand Up is designed for fearless performers with the unusual gifts of wit, 
story-telling, impressions, characters… and excellent timing. 

The Runway Showcase is intended for children, teens and adults who enjoy the creativity of fashion 
and hope to work as a commercial, lifestyle, fitness or fashion model. This event showcases the model’s 
face, figure, movement, style and personality.

The Swimsuit Showcase is intended for children, teens and adults of any height who are fit (thin, 
muscular or curvy, but not jiggly). VIP’s (including from acting and singing genres) like this showcase 
because it reveals a performer’s confidence in simplicity. Swimsuits are conservative. 

The Photography Showcase reveals each performer’s camera-confidence, photogenic features and 
achievements/personality. Two photos are projected while the performer introduces him or herself by 
microphone on stage. Open only to performers who shoot with AMTC professionals.

The Singers Showcase features every type of singer, from clean Rap to Opera, including Pop, 
Contemporary Christian, Gospel, R & B, Jazz, Country, Broadway and Songwriters, who often accompany 
themselves on guitar, ukulele, piano, or even harmonica. 

The Dancers Showcase features rising dancers of every genre: from classical ballet to hip hop; from 
tap to modern. Originality, choreography, technique, difficultly, showmanship and cross-training (in acting, 
modeling and singing, if possible) are keys to success.

The Group Production Showcase allows groups (who regularly perform together) or ensembles/
schools/teams to prepare an original routine centered around fashion, music and/or dance. Groups are 
judged on choreography, originality, showmanship and talent.

• Showcases and workshop schedules are subject to change with advance communication. 

Workshop Information 

Monthly Workshops with excellent, faith based talent consultants are offered in SHINE Tour cities. 
Dates are listed on Start2SHINE. RSVP online and attend as many workshops as possible (both before 
SHINE for prep/polish and after SHINE to stay current, connected and improving). In addition to the 
regularly scheduled 3-hour sessions, current performers can opt to stay for an additional 3 
hours (with grads) at no extra charge.
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